Jodhamal Contributes 2.5 Lakh in the Prime
Minsiter’s Relief Fund for Kerala Victims
‘Doing our share to help those in need’ was the feeling while the Head
Girl Dhvani Gupta & Head Boy Nipun Sharma asked the volunteers to
support the move and almost 60 thousand was collected by the students
of Jodhamal Public School in their endeavour to help the people in need
to be truly the Friends indeed. Almost 65 thousand was contributed by
the staff members to the noble cause. The management of Jodhamal
made it double by contributing equal amount to make it 2.5 Lakh .. The
Head Boy , Head Girl, Deputy Head Boy Vidur Kumar and Deputy Head
Girl Harkirat Kaur took the cue from their Principal Trilok Singh Bist
donating 10 thousand to the cause through NEFT and also their Teacher
Sanjay Pandey doing it online. Many more students and teachers have
made an online contribution.
Jodhamal Public School with a belief that “ Not for ourselves alone are
we born” joined hands for providing aid to the Kerala Flood Victims who
have been prey to one of the instances of wrath of mother nature.
Jodhamal staff . students and management always believed that if you
are the luckiest 1% of humanity, you owe it to the rest of the humanity to
think about the other 99%. To serve the purpose the students, teachers
and management of the school took up a voluntary initiative wherein
they contributed as much as they wanted to. The school collected
1,25,000/- which was doubled to 2,50,000/- by the management of the
school. A draft of the amount collected by the school was made on the
name of Prime Minister’s Relief Funs and the student council heads
handed it over to the school Director Arati Kuthiala & Senior CCA
Coordinator Nandani Bakshi who speaking on the occasion said that
Jodhamal is always standing by their brethren at the time of need and
such values are percolated down to the students for a holistic
development of a child.

